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Objectives

 Why technology trends cannot be ignored

 Local context

 Level of Assurance

 Leveraging on technology/ The future of audit
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Technology landscape

► The landscapes of technology and business are constantly changing
and merging with each new innovation.

► Technology, is a key driver of innovation, and is at the heart of
enabling business to evolve and maintain a commercial advantage.

► This shift has seen the role of technology within a business change
from a support service to an integral player at the heart of operations,
with the potential to be used to influence strategies and affect the
shape of a business.
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Technology trends

► Technology has become ubiquitous in
business - technology is underpinning
business models

► Technology is no longer just IT; enterprises
are now digital and connected

► There is increase use of 3rd party providers

► Speed of innovation is outpacing risk
management capabilities

► Technologies are only going to get more
complicated and intricate as innovations
advance

Technology stakeholders
► The business entity
► Customers
► Vendors
► 3rd parties
► Regulators

Technology trends
► Cloud computing
► Cybersecurity
► Artificial intelligence/ Machine learning
► Mobile computing
► Internet of things
► Quantum computing
► Robotic process automation
► Blockchain/ digital currency
► Wearable technology
► Virtual reality, Augmented reality,

extended reality
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What is emerging technology

► Emerging technology is difficult to define on its own
because many enterprises have their own definitions and
guidelines applicable to this term

► How do you define emerging technology

► The ability of emerging technology to disrupt current markets is an
important characteristic of emerging technology

► The ability of a technology to solve current problems is the most
prominent characteristic of an emerging technology
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Why adopt use of emerging technology

► The COVID-19 pandemic forced many enterprises to
reshape and rethink the way they conduct business, &
emerging tech has helped organisations adapt quickly.

► Why adoption of emerging technology
► Anticipated cost savings
► Improved cybersecurity
► Increased agility
► The ability to reach new customers
► Meet regulatory requirements
► New revenue stream
► Improved data privacy
► Reputational value to your organization
► A competitor’s successful implementation
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What an automated environment looks like

► Centrally located databases

► Seamless integrated business modules

► High speed real time update of databases

► Automated processing of transactions with no typical manual audit
trails

► Uniform processing of transactions thus reduced human error

► Dependent on automated controls and data input & validation controls

► Volumes of transactions processed at any given time
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Local context trends

► https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/bd/corporate/technol
ogy/where-kenya-uk-russia-in-tech-adoption-3334942
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Local context trends

► https://ca.go.ke/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Emerging-
Digital-Compiled.pdf
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Local context trends cont’d

Kiambu county Kisumu county
CountyPro revenue collection
system
Implemented in 2015
Revenue increased by 60%
https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/bu
siness/article/2000173952/kiambu-
county-lauds-strathmore-s-it-solution

Electronic Trade Licensing (ETL)
system for revenue collection
Revenue collection has increased by
Sh200 million
Financed by world bank

Revenue collection
► Counties have automated the revenue collection process

with an aim of introducing efficiency and minimising fraud
in the process.
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Local context trends cont’d

► Cybersecurity attacks
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Regional context trends cont’d

Ethiopia

►

Rwanda

►
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What does this mean for Audit?

► New risks inherent in automated business environment means new auditing
approach – controls are automated thus testing should be automated.

► Automated processing of transactions implies application controls become
paramount in an ERP environment. These include data input and validation
controls, processing controls, output controls, data integrity controls etc

► Lack of transaction trails in manual form implies errors embedded in an
application's program logic may be difficult to detect on a timely basis by
manual procedures.

► Uniform processing of transactions implies clerical errors ordinarily
associated with manual processing are virtually eliminated. Conversely,
programming errors (or other systematic errors in hardware or software)
ordinarily result in all transactions being processed incorrectly.

► Many control procedures that would ordinarily be performed by separate
individuals in manual systems may be concentrated in ERP. Thus, an
individual who has access to computer program, processing or data may be in
a position to perform incompatible functions. Thus logical access controls
become important.

► Large volume of transactions on real time basis means the traditional
manual testing will be too late in the day/inappropriate to detect control lapses
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Level of Assurance

► What is the level of Assurance being provided by audit to
organisations?

► Basis of opinion on overall adequacy of internal controls
over financial reporting

► Examples:
► Sampling vs entire population

► What timeline is this level of Assurance provided?
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Risks/opportunities of emerging
technologies
► With more adoption of technology, there is more risk

introduced. This will require different assurance services
to address these risks.
► Auditors need to adjust their auditing lenses and rethink their

assessment of third-party risk, outsourcing, application controls,
data privacy and cybersecurity.

► With the advancement in technology, the approach is to
move away from sample testing to entire population.

IIA presentation
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Risks/opportunities of emerging
technologies

► It is critical for audit practitioners to invest in
understanding and developing these technologies to
benefit their respective sectors.
► The attribute that makes each technology different is the way it

affects the business model.
► As enterprises adopt emerging technologies, they expect

auditors to be forward-looking technology consultants who
can add value to the organization.
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Risks/opportunities of emerging
technologies

► With Covid-19 pandemic that has led to the closing of
workplaces and the need for physical distancing, auditors
are leveraging existing and new technology to conduct
audits remotely.

► The future of audit isn't just about remote audits; it's about
transforming underlying processes using technology to
achieve three objectives:
► a higher quality audit,
► a more efficient audit and
► better business insights for our clients through the traditional audit

process.
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Emerging technology analysis canvas
(ETAC)

► Example of how you can leverage ETAC to assess
emerging tech

► Link
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Audit in the technologically advanced age

► Robotics Process Automation

Security
• IAM
• Secure development
• Threat & vulnerability management

Audit
• Effective challenge of RPA program and

robots
• Process modifications
• Impact to existing audit strategy
• Controls baselining, testing, reporting

Controls, Governance and
Compliance
• Controls testing
• Enterprise GRC enablement
• Application security enforcement

Audit
• Evidence collation, issue isolation
• Controls evaluation
• Reporting
• Regulatory compliance

Security
• Digital Identity & access
• Data identification & protection
• Security operations
• Software product & security

Controls, Governance and
Compliance
• RACM, ITGC, policy & procedure

maintenance
• Governance framework enablement,

extension

Implications
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Audit in the technologically advanced age

► Cloud adoption

► The auditor needs to check that the controls provided by
the cloud vendor are in place to meet the control
objective.

► Typical areas to consider:
► Organisation and administration
► Monitoring activities
► Communication
► Risk assessment
► Physical and logical controls
► System operations
► Change management
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Audit in the technologically advanced age

► Cyber security
► Identifying weaknesses in the cybersecurity architecture.
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Audit in the technologically advanced age

► Artificial Intelligence

► Auditors should confirm their understanding of how the
use of AI affects the entity’s flows of transactions,
including the generation of reports or analytics used by
management.

► In terms of accounting estimate, auditors would consider
risks related to completeness and accuracy of the data
elements, as well as the AI’s methodology, which may
present unique challenges due to the machine learning.
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Importance of adoption of technology in
audit
► This requires audit to transform itself to stay relevant to key

stakeholders in response to changes, new risks and disruption
occurring throughout the world.

► Audit must balance priorities and resources to help organisations
address risks, anticipate emerging risks, provide insights to
management to enhance credibility of the function

► The methodologies used must be adapted to used technology in audit
execution to provide required insights and become a strategic player.

► The level of Assurance should be timely based on speed and volume
of transaction to provide relevant insights to management.
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Skills for Audit of the future

There is need to develop talent for tomorrow’s risks, where
new risk requires new talent
► Expertise in auditing organisation wide functions that have

IT infrastructure that support operations
► Expertise in auditing IT systems i.e. cloud based

technology, cyber security, network security, data security
► Expertise in usage of data analytics tools and

incorporating data analytics into audit methodology
► Knowledge of 3rd party IT dependencies e.g. SLAs, control

systems provided by 3rd parties
►
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Questions?

Q&A


